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Once American revolutionary war began , the military supplies provisions of big 
army were scarce.The matter, how to fill the soldiers’ belly and prevent the soldier 
from the pain of hunger and cold, which affect soldier's morale and whether the war 
would succeed. Before Robert Morris became the financial superintendent, this 
question had not been solved very well.  
American had not established a formidable fiscal system. Huge military 
expenditure needs the huge financial expenditure and the huge financial expenditure 
needs the corresponding financial revenue to support it. But until Morris took the  
office of Superintendent of Finance, the Continental Congress made the finance 
almost totally dependence on the unvalid paper money-the continental currency. The 
malpractice of paper money finance increasingly appeared and North America finally 
fell into the serious financial crisis. On the other hand, because cannot obtaining 
supplies effectly, army's situation also became worse and finally caused the munities. 
By the end of 1780, the revolutionary enterprise was in such a dangerous situation. 
How to rebuild the fiscal system and feed the army crying for food, became the 
problem that Americans had have to solve promptly .  
In 1781, Morris enventually worked as financial superintendent to solved these 
problems. As a successful merchant, Morris utilized the limited resouces in the 
finance and his own credit and succeessfully provided the material guarantee for the 
victory of Yorketown campaign. After Yorketown campaign, Morris continued to 
provide the military supplies for the big army. He established the supplies contract 
system which met the army's needs with the regular supplies, bringing the military 
supplies to enter the normal orbit. When the revolutionary war ended, army's debt 
problem becomes the crucial question. In order to dismissed the army peacefully , Morris  
had solved army's debt problem with the “Morris paper”, avoiding a occurrence of turmoil. 
Morris's financial reform and suppling for the army contributed to the victory  of 
American Revolution greatly. Howerer, it is neccessary to point out that Morris's financial 















and devote to establishment of a national tax, there is little effect. During his term of office , 
the most resources of financial revenue were the foreign loans. While the peace approach, 
foreign loans were drying up day by day and the finance fell into the crisis again. This is the  
chief feature of the finance during the American Revolution and the limitation of Morris’ 
financial reform. 
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